
Quick Tip: Add a Link in Pages 
In Pages you can turn text into a link by selecting the text, clicking Format in the Tool 
Bar and choosing “Add Link” from the dropdown menu. (Format seems a strange 
location for this action.) Alternatively, you can select the text and type Command + K. 
A small window opens. Type or copy the URL into the box labeled “Link. 
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This month we are taking you right back to Mac Basics.
The Session will run on an informal basis, with members contributing as appropriate, sharing 
experiences, and adding their comments.
Topics to be covered will include- 
What to do before up grading to OS X 10 Yosemite. Possible Problems. First Run Back up and Disk 
Utility.
Note: Macs manufactured from mid-2007 ONLY can upgrade to Yosemite
Other topics to be covered will include-
Relevant information relating to the use of Google.
Importance of backup before installing any upgrade and the requirement to get your computer in 
order first e.g.Run Disk Utility.

Mac Basics
Dick Brown & Peter Oakley

http://bellarinemac.org.au
http://bellarinemac.org.au
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Welcome to the First Edition of the BMUG Newsletter for 2015. 
Another year has flown by and we know from the past that this New Year will bring forth 
ever more exciting changes and new developments in our computing world.
As an Apple/Mac user, you can be assured, from past experience, that Apple and its 
associates will continue to introduce new technology that may temp you. 

I hope that BMUG will be able to keep you eager to take up new challenges and learn new 
ways to get the most out of your Apple products.

Unfortunately, I was not able to attend our Annual December 
Christmas Party. 
President Peter relayed to me that all those who attended, as 
always, had a good time and that they especially enjoyed the 
talk and demonstrations presented by Matt Vistarini, Manager 
of Apptech, Geelong. 
We are very appreciative of the time and effort that Matt gives 
to support our Group. 
If you are considering new products or Software, please give 
Matt and his Staff at Apptech a chance to supply your needs.

Past editions of the Newsletter have often included Product 
and Book Reviews. 
Time permitting, I intend to continue with this practice.
My aim in producing these articles is to provide you with basic 
information and tips on where you can obtain further 
information, and in some cases obtain discounts on your 
proposed purchase.

I am not promoting these items over other similar products. I 
am merely trying to provide you with information on a wide 
range of products which may be of assistance to you.

Recently, there has been a spate of Hoax emails to persons 
who use Pay Pal, advising that unauthorised access has been 
detected in their Account. The emailer requests that you 
complete a form including details of your bank account 
numbers, etc., so that the unauthorised access can be 
blocked. If you do happen to receive one of these emails-
Do Not Act On It. Forward the contents to-

report@submit.spam.acma.gov.au And PayPal.au.

Once you have done this you should securely delete the email.

      Peter Baldwin The Editor.

mailto:report@submit.spam.acma.gov.au
mailto:report@submit.spam.acma.gov.au
http://paypal.au/
http://paypal.au/
mailto:peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=email%20subject
mailto:peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=email%20subject
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  Welcome to our First Meeting for 2015

Hello everyone, we are starting off the Calendar Year with the introduction of Dick 
Brown’s “All things Digital Photography SIG” which starts at 2pm immediately 
before the main BMUG meeting, which starts at 4 pm. 
As these meetings are both held in the same Hall there will be some overlap of members.
Members arriving just before 2pm for the “All things Digital Photography SIG” need to be in 
the Hall with their chairs set up for the 2pm start time. 
NOTE: Please make sure your devices are fully charged up as there are no power points in the 
hall. 
Usually people arriving for the main BMUG meeting at 4 pm, arrive a little early to get a coffee, 
and some come to help set things up.  Please note the inner door to the hall will be shut until 
the SIG is over.  PLEASE DO NOT JUST WALK IN.
Instead, if you are early for the main BMUG meeting please turn left and gather in the rear room, 
until the SIG is over, at which time you will be asked to come into the main hall, to get your 
coffee, etc.
Once we have run one or two of these dual sessions it will work like clockwork.
There will be a need to “SIGN IN” just once for the meetings. So the table at the rear will be 
staffed, also to take any outstanding 2015 membership fees of $20.00 per person. 
PLEASE BRING THE CORRECT MONEY. It saves much time sorting out change. 
            Happy Computing
            Peter Oakley



Annual Membership for 2015
Memberships for 2015 are now Overdue.

The March Meeting is the cut off date for payment 
of 2015 Subscriptions.

Membership per Person.........................$20.00
Payment can be made at this February meeting. 

Or
By mail to Treasurer, Geoff Waite, P.O. Box 1086 
Barwon Heads Vic. 3227

Or
Through PayPal on the BMUG website.
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   Digital Photography SIG
Our new Digital Photography SIG will start at 2pm to 3.30pm 
at this Meeting, conducted by Dick Brown.
Dick will be concentrating on the computer based side of 
photography, including importing, storing, finding, adjusting 
and manipulating. Along the way deviations through the byways 
of camera use and settings will be included, as these 
do have an affect on the quality of the image that 
eventually emerges from this tortuous path.

If you have not already notified Dick and you still 
wish to participate, please notify Dick before the 
date of this meeting.

Notice of Future Meeting Programs
 March: Using your iPAD & iPHONE when travelling Overseas.

 April: Use of Applications: iCal, Contacts and others.

Don’t Forget!

http://dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
http://dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
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Peripheral Vision...

Peripheral vision is defined as ‘Side vision 
The ability  to see objects and movement 
outside the direct line of vision.' It’s also 
interesting that this is done mainly  by the 
nerve cells called Rods in our eyes and 
these only see in Black and White. We also 
have Peripherals attached to our computers 
and some of mine are now only Black and 
White! 

Computing peripherals are bits of hardware 
such as printers, scanners, mice, trackpads 
CD/DVD burners, modems, routers, external 
hard drives, in fact all those bits we plug into 
the USB, Firewire, Thunderbolt, ethernet and 
other sockets round the back of our 
computers. Generally they are the bits that 
cause problems. It’s a pity  that Apple doesn’t 
make peripherals. Well, they do make 
keyboards, trackpads and mice and long ago 
they made basic printers, but now these are 
made by that shadowy band the ‘Third party 
manufacturers’.

I have to state my position here, I hate 
peripherals, printers especially, with a hatred 
that some who know me might find odd. I 

have given up on digital colour printers and 
have replaced my Epson R1800 A3, eight 
cartridge printer with a Samsung Black and 
White Laser printer. Why you may ask, is he 
completely mad? Well, I may be, but I feel 
my life will from now on be simpler and a lot 
less stressed and I hope considerably 
cheaper.

In my earlier working life I spent many years 
as a photographic colour printer in a 
professional colour lab. Having worked there 
and being colour blindness tested regularly  I 
know I see colour in the accepted way and I 
am very critical of poor colour rendering. 
One of my pet hates is to walk into 
someone’s house and be confronted by a 
poorly  adjusted colour television. The urge to 
rip  the controller from the owners hands and 
dive into the picture adjustment menus is 
almost beyond my control. My lips are 
savagely bitten!

Back to my epiphany. About two weeks ago 
I was about to print some DVD labels when 
the dreaded Epson message appeared on 
my computer screen. The words said 
approximately, ‘You cannot print, your printer 

needs a service. Contact your Epson Repair 
Centre.' I have had to do this twice already 
in the seven year life of this printer, X-treme 
Computers in Geelong do it and it costs 
about $75.00 each time. I rang them to be 
told they no longer did this repair and it turns 
out on one else in Geelong did it either. I 
rang Epson, who also don’t do it and they 
recommended Nevett Computers in Mount 
Helen or two others somewhere in 
Melbourne. None of these would give the 
undertaking to complete the job in one day 
so it would have meant two trips to either 
Ballarat or Melbourne adding to the cost of 
the service.

I looked at the printer and then opened the 
drawer I keep  the new ink cartridges in, 
there were 14 at $8.95 each, $125.00 in total 
sitting waiting. These are Generic cartridges, 
genuine Epson would have meant $280.00 
approximately  in the drawer. I gave up  on 
Epson cartridges years ago. There are many 
reports on the cost of digital ink cartridges 
and the shortened version is the ink volume 
for volume costs more than the most 
expensive perfume. The cartridges are not 
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filled with ink, they are filed with foam that 
has ink in it.
Sitting back staring at the printer I did a 
quick and rough assessment of what exactly 
do I print and do I really  need a colour printer 
or a printer at all. Most of our printing is 
black and white text on plain paper. I do very 
little colour printing. The Epson uses all it’s 
eight colour cartridges to produce black text. 
Then when one runs out it won’t print until a 
new full cartridge is put in. Like all other 
digital ink printers it cleans it’s print heads 
with this very expensive ink and it does this 
every time the printer is turned on. It will also 
clean the heads during a printing session as 
well. The ink used to clean the heads is lost 
as far as printing is concerned. It is collected 
in what can only be described as it’s nappy 
and when this is full of this very expensive 
cleaner, the printer stops working and you 
have to change it’s nappy for a clean one. 
This is what had happened to my printer and 
was the reason I was fuming and 
considering our printing needs.

The upshot is we now have a Samsung 
Xpress M283 black and white laser printer to 
take care of our day to day print needs. Any 

colour prints we decide we would like will be 
sent to on-line print services.
Getting a colour print out of the computer 
via the Epson R1800 that I felt satisfied with 
also drove me mad. There were always 
several quite near and quite good prints 
before getting a satisfactory one. To print a 
full A4 takes a considerable volume of ink 
and if there are several rejects the time and 
cost mounts very quickly. Then of course 
there’s the final straw when having got the 
colour adjustment right the printer runs out of 
ink in one of the cartridges half way through 
printing the final print. By the time you’ve 
changed the cartridge, printed a test page to 
see if the new cartridge is working, then 
done one or two head cleans to get it 
printing, you really  do feel like taking up 
painting. Not to mention by  this time there is 
a noticeable drop  in the ink level in the new 
cartridge and of course in all the other seven 
as well and the chance another will drop 
below the level when it needs changing, is 
increased with each pass of the printing 
head, whether printing or cleaning.

Apple would prefer and is in fact edging us 
towards non printing of images, mainly our 

photographs. They would like us to view all 
our images on one screen or another, iMac, 
MacBook, iPad, iPhone, iPod or television 
screen via Apple TV. 
I’m now beginning to see the sense in this, 
NO MORE PRINTERS, NO MORE 
EXPENSIVE INKS.

There is a reason printers are so cheap 
now, the ink is so expensive! They make 
their money selling ink not printers.

So as I said at the beginning one of my 
peripherals, like the rods in my eyes that 
give me my peripheral vision, is only 
concerned with black and white. 
Any one out there got an Epson R1800 
printer and would you like 14 non Epson 
cartridges at $5.00 each?

  

Feature Article 
By Vice President 

Dick Brown

dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

Member Contribution…….Con’t.

mailto:dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
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20 Computer terms every Mac 
user should know

Click Here for your answer. 
(Compliments of Macworld.)

20 Technical terms every Mac 
user should know

Click Here for your answer. 
(Compliments of Macworld.)

The Top 10 lessons for a new 
Mac user

Click Here for your answer.
(Compliments of Macworld.)

Upload Limits for My Photo Stream

Apple no longer restricts the number of photos you 
can store in your Photo Stream on the iCloud servers, 
but it does limit the number of uploads and shared 
images. 
See Apple support article HT202299. 

How & Why to Repair Disk 
Permissions in OS X with Disk 
Utility

Click Here for your answer.  
(Compliments of Osxdaily.)

http://www.macworld.com/article/2043462/20-computer-terms-every-mac-user-should-know.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2043462/20-computer-terms-every-mac-user-should-know.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2044045/20-more-technical-terms-every-mac-user-should-know.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2044045/20-more-technical-terms-every-mac-user-should-know.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2081983/top-10-lessons-for-the-new-mac-user.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2081983/top-10-lessons-for-the-new-mac-user.html
http://support.apple.com/en-au/HT202299
http://support.apple.com/en-au/HT202299
http://osxdaily.com/2015/01/13/repair-disk-permissions-mac-os-x/
http://osxdaily.com/2015/01/13/repair-disk-permissions-mac-os-x/
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http://www.pearson.com.auApple Pro Training Series: iPhoto

By Dion Scoppettuolo
416 Pages.
Publisher: Peachpit Press.
Published: 23 June 2014.
Distributed By: Pearson 
RRP $39.95
Discounted Price to members 
$30.00

This book and media combo is the only Apple-certified 
guide to iPhoto. It offers a complete, self-paced course in 
all aspects of iPhoto. 
Using real-life material and practical lessons, you will be 
seamlessly organising and editing your photos in no time!

This is an excellent way to learn how 
to make best use of all the features 
offered in iPhoto.

Each Chapter takes about 30 minutes to 
work through. 

By the time you have finished the book 
you will have learnt about everything that 
the App has to offer.

There is a sample library to work from 
and as you progress you learn how to 

make ever more changes and 
improvements to the way you work with 
and organise your iPhoto Library.

There are 14 lessons and I found that I 
was able to easily complete one lesson 
per night.

This book is thoroughly recommended. It 
is one of the easiest ways to learn and 
become familiar with iPhoto.

    Peter Baldwin 

http://www.pearson.com.au
http://www.pearson.com.au
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Books from O’Reilly Publishers
iPad The Missing Manual, 7th Edition

560 pages: by David Pogue: December 2014.
R.R.P. $42.99 Book & $38.50 Ebook
iOS 8 for the iPad is the biggest iOS 
release ever.

OS X Yosemite: The Missing Manual

876 pages: by David Pogue: January 2015.
R.R.P. $69.99 Book & $38.50 Ebook
With Yosemite, Apple has unleashed the 
most innovative version of OS X yet.

This bestselling all-new Missing Manual 
includes everything you need to know about iPad’s exciting 
features including its new User Interface.
Exploring this beautiful full colour, easy-to-use book, you will 
discover how to get the most out of your iPad, including 
everything from Web browsing to watching videos.

I have been a huge fan of David Pogue's Missing Manual books, 
since I first discovered them over 4 years ago.

If you are a nontechnical person or an iPad novice, then I 
believe that this book will provide you with a relaxed 
introduction to the vast capabilities of your iPad, in a jargon 
free, easy to follow format.

Experienced iPad users should also find tips and tricks that are 
otherwise very difficult to obtain from web searches or Apple 
documentation.
I highly recommended this book.
I am confident that everyone will find something to like in it.

February 10 2015

Members can purchase these books from 
“oreilly.com” at a 40% discount. Use the 
Code: “DSUG” when placing an Order. 

Mac OS X 10.10 includes more innovations from the iPad and 
adds a variety of new features throughout the operating 
system. 
This updated edition covers it all with something new on 
practically every page-

• Get the scoop on Yosemite’s big-ticket changes;
• Learn enhancements to existing applications, such as 

Safari and Mail;
• Take advantage of shortcuts and undocumented tricks;
• Use power user tips for networking, file sharing, and 

building your own services.

Reviews by Peter Baldwin

http://oreilly.com/
http://oreilly.com/
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Books from Wiley Publishers www.wiley.com

OS X Yosemite For Dummies
By “DR. Mac” LeVitus: 
512 pages: 
October 2014:
Retail Price $37.95.

This new full colour book explains OS X Yosemite in a 
comprehensive and ordered fashion is written mainly with the  
Mac beginner in mind. 
It is a well written guide that does not get too deep into techno 
speak, with much of the guidance given in easy to follow 
tables and graphics.
It aims to get you up and running on OS X basics; customising 
your workspace; working with the Dock; finding files with 
Spotlight; working with Mission Control and Launchpad; 
organising your life with Calendar, Reminders, Notes, and 
Notifications; browsing the web with Safari; setting up, 
sending, and receiving e-mail; communicating through 
Messages; enjoying music, movies, and digital photos; writing 
documents with TextEdit; getting where you're going with 
Maps; and much more. 
It will have you whizzing around OS X like a pro in no time.

OS X Yosemite All in One for 
Dummies
By Mark Chambers: 
744 pages: 
November 2014:
Retail Price $44.95.

The 700+ pages in this value-packed book cover everything 
you need to know to get the most out of OS X Yosemite. 
For more than a decade now, the For Dummies series of books 
have been popular because they are written for people who 
have little or no knowledge about the topic being discussed. 
This is the ultimate book for beginners.
This is the ultimate book for beginners. 
It offers great value because it discusses eight major sections:

• Getting Started with OS X;
• Customizing and Sharing;
• The Digital Hub;
• Using iWork;
• Typical Internet Stuff;
• Networking in OS X;
• Expanding Your System;
• Advanced OS X.

These two books highlight important areas to focus your time 
and attention on.	 	 	 	 	 Peter Baldwin

http://www.wiley.com
http://www.wiley.com
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NEW INTEL PROCESSORS 
FOR MACS IN 2015
Intel processors used in Macs and 
most other computers are being 
upgraded, and the new technology 
arrived in early 2015.

Reports indicate that Apple has been testing the new chips in 
the upcoming 12-inch MacBook Air. The new processors called 
Broadwell will supersede the current Haswell processors. 
Broadwell will introduce newer, more powerful technology with 
increased efficiency that translates to longer battery life for 
laptops. The release of the Broadwell processor was delayed 
until early 2015. Intel also has the next processor family that 
will supersede Broadwell (called Skylake) near completion and 
it is expected to be introduced later in 2015.
Unless members feel the need for the latest and greatest, 
buying a computer just before the new model is introduced 
will save you money. 
Stay alert and be aware of the new releases of Intel chips that, 
no doubt, will have faster graphics, better efficiency and the 
prestige of being the latest and greatest. 

APPLE HAS BEGUN TESTING iOS 9 AHEAD 
OF A POSSIBLE LAUNCH THIS SEPTEMBER/
OCTOBER

It will be many months 
before Developers see 
Apple’s first iOS 9 beta, 
but apparently Apple has 
already begun testing 
the update internally 
ahead of its release in 
September/October.

If Apple maintains its traditional release schedule this year, the 
first preview of iOS 9 should be available this June at the 
Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC). 
After this preview, Apple will then make early versions of the 
software available to Developers for testing, before a public 
release alongside new iOS devices later in the year.
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CollageIt 3.5 for Mac By
CollageIt 3.5.0 for Mac 
has been designed to give 
everyone an opportunity 
to brighten up one’s 
photo collection.

CollageIt allows you to 
easily and quickly create 
an impressive eye 
catching display. 

Within a few seconds, a 
set of photos can be 
turned into an impressive 
and unique array of 
collages to portray your 
life’s stories, which can 
then be shared with 
friends and family.

Learn more about CollageIt.
View CollageIt samples 
Available in the App Store for 
a limited time at 70% off 
$12.99

KEY FEATURES

•Automatic, easy to use and powerful

•Create photo collages automatically 
with just a few mouse clicks

•Various collage, scrapbook, photo 
album and poster templates to 
choose from

•Customise and crop photo collages 
freely

•Easily design your picture collages 
with parameters like photo count, 
photo space, margins and more

•Add photo frames and shadows 
added for decoration

•Share the collage anywhere

•Export large collage file sizes

Requirements 
1G Hz or above Intel Processor.
At least 512MB physical RAM.
Mac OS X 10.6 or above Operating System. Fully 
compatible with Mac OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion).

What I Like about this App:
It is very simple to use. Although there is no undo button, in case you delete a photo, it is very 
simple to drag the photo back in to the file to use again. The templates are very easy to work 
with whether you are a novice or have experience using graphic programs.
  Try this app. You will not be disappointed.   Peter Baldwin

http://www.pearlmountainsoft.com/collageit-for-mac/tutorials.html
http://www.pearlmountainsoft.com/collageit-for-mac/tutorials.html
http://www.pearlmountainsoft.com/collageit-for-mac/samples.html
http://www.pearlmountainsoft.com/collageit-for-mac/samples.html
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Drive Genius 4.0 for Mac By
Speed Up • Clean Up • Protect Your Mac

Drive Genius 4 gives you faster performance from your Mac 
while also protecting it. The award-winning and improved 
DrivePulse feature alerts you to hard drive issues before they 
become major problems. Optimised for OS X 10.10 Yosemite, 
top features like Defrag and DriveSlim will help keep your Mac 
running fast. The all-new BootWell tool lets you create a special 
bootable secondary drive to Defrag or Repair your main hard 
drive. You can also personalise and organise your Mac Hard 
Drive icons with IconGenius. 
NEW Features in Drive Genius 4
• Proprietary BootWell™ technology to create a small recovery 

drive from your existing OS X startup drive. Recovery drives 
can be used as emergency startup drives and are needed to 
perform certain operations on the main startup drive.

• Enhanced and simplified interface to run tools simultaneously 
on multiple drives.

• New Instant DrivePulse™ utility that runs DrivePulse™ tests for 
the most common set of drive problems and presents a pass 
or fail status.

• Enhanced Clone tool can copy the startup drive (any in-use 
drive in fact) without the need to restart, and can copy from a 
larger drive to a smaller drive.

• New IconGenius™ utility to set a custom icon for drives and 
folders; including several collections of custom-designed 
icons.

• Tuned for OS X Yosemite and works with 10.8.3 and newer.

Click Here for more details about this app and Here for a free 
Demo.

Recommendation:
If you are looking for a comprehensive 
collection of tools that can help you 
keep your Mac clean and working at 
its full capability, then Drive Genius 4 
is worthy of your attention.
I have been using version 3 of this 
app for a number of years. This new 
version has new and improved 
features, which I am yet to fully test. 
    Peter Baldwin

Price: $99.00
Requires: 
‣ Mac OSX v10.8.3 

or later & 
minimum 1GB 
RAM.

‣ Intel, 64-bit 
processor

Documentation:
‣ PDF Manual
‣ Video Guides

http://www.prosofteng.com/products/drive_genius.php
http://www.prosofteng.com/products/drive_genius.php
http://www.prosofteng.com/downloads/download.php?prodID=92
http://www.prosofteng.com/downloads/download.php?prodID=92
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STM Dux Cover for iPad Air 2 (Grey/Clear)

The Dux is designed to withstand the unique rigours of 
the classroom, work or everyday environment, ensuring 
that your most important asset is well protected. 
You can adjust the position to get any viewing angles. The 
case includes integrated magnets to enable the iPad Air 2 
auto sleep or wake function. 
The STM Dux Cover for iPad Air 2 (Grey/Clear) is the most 
protective and rugged case for your iPad Air 2.
Highlights:
•Super protective polycarbonate and rubberised bracket
•Clear back to customise your device
•Instant on or off cover wakes and turns the device off 

saving battery life
•Easily access all ports, buttons, controls and camera lens
•Water resistant
•Magnetic closure easily folds into the perfect typing or 

viewing position

Click Here for more details about this Great Product.  RRP: $79.95

http://www.stmbags.com.au/catalog/iPad-Air-2-Cases/dux-for-iPad-Air-2-case/
http://www.stmbags.com.au/catalog/iPad-Air-2-Cases/dux-for-iPad-Air-2-case/
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Marvel M70 128GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive

Get in a Sports Car Groove

Specifications
• Dimension: 56.6 x 20.0 x 12.4 mm 
• Weight: 16.8g 
• Capacity: 128 GB
• Material: Zinc Alloy
• Interface: USB 3.0 / USB 2.0
• Warranty: Lifetime warranty

Features
1 SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface with speeds up to 

Read/Write 240 MB/80 MB/sec
2 Luxurious zinc alloy casing
3 One-handed operation with intelligent 

retractable USB connector design
4 Ergonomic shape for easier operation
5 Cap-less design to keep the drive away from 

dust and debris
6 SP Widget free download software, providing 7 

major back-up and Secure functions
7 Recuva File Recovery, allowing recovery of erased 

files, such as digital photos, documents, music 
and videos

Editor’s Comments:
This is by far the best USB 3.0 flash Drive that I have ever used.
It features a durable metal exterior and sliding design with 
marketing performance upwards of 240 MB/s read and 80 MB/s 
write.
I suggest that it is probably best suited for members who want a 
high capacity flash drive for transferring large content such as 
video. 
As an example, I transferred an 8GB folder from my Mac to the 
Marvel in less than 2 minutes. 
If you are looking to buy a flash drive, this one will stand out above 
all others. It has great looks, huge capacity and a price tag that will 
entice you to buy.
Read more at: Marvel M70.  RRP: $89.00
        Peter Baldwin

http://www.silicon-power.com/product/product_detail.php?main=10&sub=73&pro=259&currlang=utf8
http://www.silicon-power.com/product/product_detail.php?main=10&sub=73&pro=259&currlang=utf8
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Jewel J10 64GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive 

Main Features
1 Colour: Shiny Silver
2 Length: 1.2"
3 Limited Warranty: Lifetime
4 Host Interface: USB 3.0
5 Weight (Approximate): 0.11 Oz
6 Height: 0.2"
7 Storage Capacity: 64 GB
8 Features: Water Proof, Dust Proof, 

Vibration Proof, Cap-less, Shock Proof
9 Form Factor: External
10 Width: 0.5"

The newly designed Silicon Power Jewel J10 
64GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive combines high 
technology and sleek design, and enables you to 
show your extraordinary taste anytime and 
anywhere. 
Until recently the only high performance USB 3.0 
compatible flash drives on the market were either 
average or quite large making it difficult to carry 
them around, especially on a keychain. 
I usually carry a USB flash drive on my keychain. 
Therefor, I know the importance of size when 
choosing the right one for the job. 

Although performance is crucial for me, I have to 
admit that size is even more important.
Silicon Power claim that the stainless steel 
housing of the Jewel J10 is not only scratch 
resistant but it is also water, dust, shock and 
vibration proof. 
I find it hard to believe how a cap-less USB Flash 
Drive can be both dust and water proof. For 
obvious reasons, I have not tried to put it in the 
dirt or in water as I will require this sample to be 
in working condition for future.
Suggested Retail Price is $55.00.
     Peter Baldwin

About Silcon Power
Silicon Power Computer & Communications Incorporated, founded in 2003, 
commonly referred to as Silicon Power, is an International brand and a 
Taiwan-based manufacturer of flash memory products including: flash memory 
cards, USB flash drives, portable hard drives, DRAM modules, card readers, 
solid state drives, USB adapters, and other industrial grade computer products. 
SP Official Website: www.silicon-power.com

http://www.silicon-power.com
http://www.silicon-power.com
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The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will attempt to 
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you 
advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655

OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614

To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please 
email your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct to-
peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

February 10 2015

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin. 
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.

Deadline for Articles & 

Advertising in the March 

Newsletter is 28th February

mailto:peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=email%20subject
mailto:peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=email%20subject
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Kaiser Baas iPad Photo & A4 Document Scanner 
Instant High Quality Scan to JPEG 

Real Time Preview on iPad 

This scanner is brand new, still in its box and 
has never been used apart from one 
demonstration at a BMUG Meeting. 
It is for iPad's 1, 2 & 3 (those with the 30 pin 
plug). Not those with the new Lightning 
connector.

Click Here for a Demonstration on how it works

The RRP for this scanner is $170.00 
Available at this Meeting for $80.00

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B8U0zgsklw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B8U0zgsklw
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Cygnett Light Grey Paradox Sleek 
Flexi Folding Folio Case for iPad Air

The Cygnett Paradox Sleek features a clever folding 
cover design, to reveal flexible viewing positions for 
your iPad Air. Featuring a secure, snap on case, a soft-
feel, rubberised finish cover and microfiber inner to 
protect the screen from scratches.
Click here for more details about this Case. 

The RRP for this Folio Case is $49.95 
Available at this Meeting for just $15.00!

STM Studio for iPad Air

Click here for a description of this Case. 

Click here for a video review of this Case.

The RRP for this Studio Case is $59.95 
Available at this Meeting for the amazing  
price of $20.00!

http://au.cygnett.com/ipad/Paradox-Sleek-Folio-iPad-Air-Light-Grey
http://au.cygnett.com/ipad/Paradox-Sleek-Folio-iPad-Air-Light-Grey
http://www.stmbags.com.au/catalog/iPad-Air-cases/studio-ipad-air-case/
http://www.stmbags.com.au/catalog/iPad-Air-cases/studio-ipad-air-case/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeccAf4sL4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeccAf4sL4A

